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         Wednesday 19 August 2020 
 

Dear Parent/Carer 

Start of Term 
 
It is my hope that everyone included in the distribution of this letter remains well, and your families also. In my 
previous communication, dated 17 July 2020, I gave a flavour of what to expect as we open fully to students in early 
September. As a reminder, it is our expectation that: 
 

o The new Years 7 and 12 will attend  school at 8.20 am on Thursday 3 and Friday 4 September 2020 for 
an induction schedule.  

o All other year groups will be expected at 8.20 am on Monday 7 September.  
 
I also indicated that I would be sending out further details of our new arrangements. As a result, you should find 
two documents accompanying this letter: 

- A ‘zone’ map showing the specific areas and rooms your child will be using with their year group on their 
return. 

- A new behaviour contract, necessary for the duration of these arrangements to ensure our community 
work well together. Sending your child into school constitutes acceptance of this contract. 

The full version of the academy’s risk assessment is published on our website on the following link- 
https://www.thekingsacademy.org.uk/parents/coronavirus-updates/covid19-risk-assessment/ 
 
In terms of the practicalities, I would be grateful if you could please read the following closely and go over it with 
all students of The King’s Academy in your household. 
 
Start of the day: 

1. All areas will be zoned by year group, in line with the map. 
2. All students should wear school uniform as normal.  

(Please remember that all uniform sales this summer are via the online shop, accessible via our website.) 
3. As the weather gets colder and we need to maintain good ventilation, we strongly advise that students 

wear coats. We will revise rules around wearing of these in the classroom should that become necessary. 
4. On arriving at the school site, students will be directed to their particular entrance.  
5. No parent dropping off their children should leave their vehicle. 
6. The Local Authority have informed us that there will be no alteration to coach routes or timetables in terms 

of the transport they provide; though students must wear a facemask/covering. We would ask that your 
child sits on the bus within their year group bubble, wherever possible. For example: Year 7s at the front 
sitting  together; through each year group to Year 11 students at the back, sitting together. 

7. If students have travelled by public transport and are wearing facemasks, government advice indicates that 
these should be removed before entering the school. There will be a process in place for students to take 
these off; and a bin to dispose of them if they are single-use coverings. 

8. Students will then proceed to their tutor room. There will be hand sanitiser available in all classrooms and 
offices, as well as on corridors and in the restaurants. This must be used frequently. 

9. Tutor times will remain the same as now. The first one for each year group will take students through the 
expectations we have of them during the pandemic. 

Movement: 

https://www.thekingsacademy.org.uk/parents/coronavirus-updates/covid19-risk-assessment/


 

 

1. We are aiming to reduce student movement around the site whilst continuing to ensure that students are 
taught in appropriate sets as usual. As a result, we have reviewed the allocation of rooms and students will 
remain in the same classroom as far as possible. 

2. Each zone will have an allocated set of toilets, and an external area for breaks and lunchtimes. These will 
be closely supervised by staff.  

3. All transitions between lessons, to breaktime areas and for lunch have been reviewed to ensure that they 
are safe; but students must adhere to the instructions they are given for this to work effectively. Once 
again, students are strongly advised to wear coats as some routes may involve moving around the exterior 
of the building. 
 

Lunch: 
1. Lunch will take place as usual- though students will gather in their designated external area prior to being 

called in according to their group number. Year groups will use the restaurants as follows: 
First lunch:  Year 7- Still Waters (downstairs) 

Year 8- Green Pastures (upstairs); Sixth Form- Green Pastures, before Year 8 arrive 
Second lunch:  Year 9- Green Pastures 

Year 11- Still Waters (1st); Year 10- Still Waters (2nd) 
 
End of the day: 

1. At the end of school, students will be told the route to take to exit the site. This will be supervised to ensure 
there is no mixing between year groups. 

2. To ensure this is all as safe as possible, there will be a thorough regime in place to ensure that surfaces and 
toilets are cleaned frequently; in terms of lunch, all surfaces will be cleaned between sittings. 

 
General points: 

1. Where specialist subjects require specific equipment or rooms (e.g. Music, Art, Engineeering etc) there will 
be a different curriculum in place for the first fortnight while these departments finalise risk assessments 
and how to ensure that that equipment- and the shared spaces needed- can be used safely. Once the school 
is confident that it can be done, we will recommence with an adapted provision. 

2. We will be moving to a new form of online learning for students who need to self-isolate, or in case of a 
local lockdown that includes the academy: Office 365 ‘Teams’. There will be clear instruction given on how 
to use it at the first opportunity.  

3. Please note that there will be no visitors permitted on site at all, unless by prior appointment. 
 
The well-publicised regulations remain valid- i.e. that anyone who has coronavirus symptoms, or who has someone 
in their household who does, must not attend school. We would also draw your attention to the ‘travel corridors’ 
guidance: if your child has returned from visiting a country that is not on the exempt list they must self-isolate for 
14 days. Other than those affected by these rules, we anticipate full attendance at The King’s Academy for all 
students. 
 

We are very much looking forward to the new academic year. It is our hope that we will be able to provide 
stability for our students that will enable them to thrive after the uncertainty since March- uncertainty that, 
as you will no doubt be aware, has particularly impacted our GCSE and A level students over the last fortnight. 
We are continuing to do our best to support them despite the challenges they are facing; just as we will do for 
all students returning to us in September. It will be a joy to see the school filled once again with our community, 
with everyone together to ensure all are kept safe. 

My very best wishes,  

 
Nathan Bulley 
Acting Principal 



 
 
 

 

 

 

Context  

The way schools and colleges are currently operating in response to coronavirus is fundamentally different 

to ‘business as usual’. As a result of the Covid-19 pandemic the following temporary changes will need to 

be put into place in order for students to return on site. It is crucial that any student present follows these 

amended protocols. It is important that we all work together and commit to these. Sending your child into 

school constitutes acceptance of this contract. 

 

Covid 19 specific measures 
• Students must follow any altered routines for arrival or departure from the Academy and not 

congregate on site prior to entering or departing the site. 

• Students must follow the Academy’s instructions with regards to frequent handwashing and 

sanitising. This will include upon entry to the building. 

• Students must comply with the measures put in place to enforce social distancing. This includes 

remaining in their designated areas during social times and when moving around the building. 

• Students must follow the guidance with regards to sneezing following the “Catch it, Bin it, Kill it” 

expectations, and avoid touching their mouth, nose and eyes. 

• Students must remain in the designated areas of the school. 

• Students will need to behave appropriately remaining seated in their classrooms whilst waiting for 

the classroom teacher to arrive during designated lesson times. 

• Students must tell an adult if they are feeling unwell, especially if they think that they are 

experiencing the symptoms of the Covid 19. 

• Students will only be able to go to the toilet at specific times of the day and use the facilities 

assigned to the areas of the school in which they are working.   

• Students will be required to bring in their own essential equipment as there will be a strict no-

sharing policy enforced. Students are also encouraged to bring in their own water bottles. Please 

remember that fizzy drinks remain forbidden on site and that no student can eat or drink anything 

when they are in the IT rooms, except with explicit permission. 

• Any student found to be deliberately and maliciously coughing, sneezing or spitting will be 

excluded. Permanent exclusion will also be considered in such cases; and the case reported to the 

police as a criminal offence in line with legislation. 

Any student who commits a serious or persistent breach of the published Behaviour and Discipline 

procedures or the new COVID-19 protection amendments may be sanctioned by the Principal using the full 

range of measures available, dependent on the seriousness of the breach. This may include - but is not 

limited to - the loss of social time, isolation with senior leaders, a fixed term exclusion or (in extreme 

cases) permanent exclusion. 

Student Behaviour and Discipline expectations 
during the COVID-19 measures 

Amendment to the Behaviour and Discipline Policy – version 2.0 
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On arrival, students in 

Years 7 to 11 should 

make their way to the 

designated areas. 

Sixth Form students 

should make their way 

directly into the building 

and to the internal Sixth 

Form areas (Study 

Centre, Common Room)  
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